HIPAA Risk Assessments
Stressed about how to acheive HIPAA/HITECH
compliance and avoid paying fines?
Worried that you haven’t had a Risk Assessment
in the past twelve months?

The Gibraltar Difference

Concerned your Risk Assessment provider
doesn’t full undersatnd your business and network?
The number of data breaches and HIPAA compliance failures within the healthcare industry
is consistently increasing. Numerous organizations have been fined for compliance failure as
the Office for Civil Rights increases its focus on privacy and security, such as Cignet Health
Center, fined $4.3 million for a breach. Fines and punishments levied by the OCR for breaches
can range from $100 to $50,000 per violation and can include up to 10 years in jail. As part of
the regulations, businesses subject to HIPAA/HITECH must conduct a Risk Assessment
each year.
Gibraltar provides comprehensive compliance software and tools, risk management
solutions, education and training, and professional services for organizations needing to
understand where their high risks are and what steps they can take to address them.
Let Gibraltar be your experienced compliance partner. As a Business Associate, we have
been through the process, and can help our Peace of Mind clients with moving their
business towards HIPAA/HITECH compliancy. Who better to provide these services than
your IT provider that knows your business and network inside and out?
The end result? Increased security and protection of your valuable ePHI. Lower Risk.
Peace of Mind. Contact us today and learn about the Gibraltar difference!
Benefits

Areas Covered

The Process

Move towards HIPAA and
HITECH compliance

Technical (IT Infrastructure)

PC/server and external
vulnerability scans

Remediation of issues

Physical layout and
safeguards

Interviews with key staff

Avoid OCR fines

Administrative (Policies
and Procedures)

Initial data collection and
on-site surveys

Gibraltar - not your traditional IT family

Traditional IT Companies

Gibraltar IT

Win\Lose, Vendor\Customer Relationship

Win\Win Partnership with Clients

Short Term, Tactical Thinking

Long Term, Strategic Planning

Reactive, Break\Fix Support

Proactive Support \ Best Practices

Limited Support Availability

24/7/365 Live Support

Variable IT Bills, Nickel & Dime Customers

Predictable, All-Inclusive IT Spend

Adversarial Relationship

Business Partnership \ Dedicated vCIO

What does the Gibraltar way mean to you? Increased performance, uptime,
and productivity. Lower long term spend and risk. Peace of Mind.
Gibraltar came into our company during a challenging time in our IT history and literally saved the day for us in more
ways than one. They supported our entire staff during a transition away from a former IT company and cleaned
up the consequences of the former company's actions/inactions, provided strategic solutions for our future IT
infrastructure, and then implemented that plan of action efficiently and effectively. I have been thrilled with Gibraltar's
professionalism and their desire to be a valued partner for our multi-location medical practice. Working with the
Gibraltar Team has allowed our staff, doctors and administration to finally feel some peace of mind.
Thank you, Gibraltar!
Hayley Boling
Boling Vision Center

